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For example, think about the character James Bond. Children will understand only obvious symbols.
Everybody Else. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary that I take her egg sac with me. This is rarely used in
literature. Right now I am on my way to your trough to eat your breakfast, since you haven't got sense enough
to eat it yourself" Appearance: In Charlottes' Web ,Templeton after his night at the fair returns swollen to
double his usual size. The plot has five components. Theme Theme is the main idea that weaves the story
together, the why, the underlying ideas of what happens in the piece of literature, often a statement about
society or human nature. Character Change Dynamic characters are rounded characters that change.
Technology In a person vs. The child fed only on such surface sentimentality as soap operas, the average
television program, and Walt Disney, with their sterile and stereotyped pictures of human beings and their
distorted sensationalism with simplistic solutions, risks developing emotional shallowness. Later a crumbling
beavers' dam gives way at just the right moment to sweep the frightened cat downstream. Since the characters
are animals we are not able to know what they think, if indeed they do. However, Dr. Newsletter Leave this
field empty if you're human: Sponsored Content. Unity of character and action: the character must be credible.
Pattern of action Rising action builds during the story and reaches a peak at the end. Students need time to
smell the fragrances of plants, compare their colors, feel their textures, and have aesthetic experiences, so they
will develop an appreciation of plants before they will participate in a botany lesson. Here is an example of a
conclusion versus a resolution: Resolution: The team happily celebrated their victory after a challenging
face-off with their rival. I'll be happy to make you one. Throughout the movie, astronauts have believed they
have landed on a foreign planet in the future. The Narnia books by C. The goat, paying attention to only his
thirst, jumped down without thinking. There can be one main character or many, and often there are secondary
characters, but not always.


